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FLEET TRACKER
gps vehicle tracking

“LIVE” TRACKING FOR COMPANIES
WHO JUST SIMPLY WANT TO
KNOW WHERE THEIR VEHICLES,
ASSETS, AND EMPLOYEES ARE AT
ANY ONE TIME.

How FleetTracker can
help your business...
» Reduces fuel & running costs
» Differentiates between
business & private mileage

How FleetTracker works...
FleetTracker is a comprehensive and cost-effective
GPS vehicle tracking solution suitable for any size
of fleet in any type of industry, giving you real-time
visibility of your remote workforces.
Accessed via a secure web-based platform,
FleetTracker displays “live” vehicle locations with
continual traffic updates on Crystal Ball’s detailed
mapping solution - which incorporates satellite,
street level and hybrid views.
It also offers a comprehensive reporting suite with
business intelligence to help you reduce costs,
improve productivity and enhance customer
service - all of which are essential to ensure
business profitability.

» Improves productivity
» Enhances customer service
» Accurately assesses overtime
claims
» Addresses employment
legislation
FleetTracker’s real-time mapping clearly
displays vehicle locations and status including:
» vehicle speeds
» vehicle heading
» engine on/off/idle status
» geofence boundaries

FleetTracker includes...
» dashboard

“at a glance” dashboard can be
configured by the administrator to show
preferred real-time data analysis, with
the flexibility to compare data over
days, weeks, months, or specified time
periods.

» alarms and alerts

sent via email to notify management
and supervisors when vehicles are:
speeding
entering / exiting geofences
exceeded allowances - idling time

» geofences

geofences are virtual geographic
boundaries created around specified
locations.

dashboard can be configured to show your
preferred real-time data analysis, including:
»
»
»
»

fuel used
idling analysis
business v out of working hours mileage
vehicle status

» nearest to postcode

allows the administrator to determine
which vehicle is closest to a particular
postcode, ideal for customer service
and logistics departments.

» timesheets

one of the key reporting tools for fleet
and finance management, delivering
accurate data that can be used for
overtime and cost allocations.

» `snail trail’ route data

replay a specific vehicle journey showing
the recorded way points on the system,
with colour coded icons displaying
speeding and idle events.

» scheduled email reports

sends selected reports automatically
to specific recipients at predetermined
times.

» customer promise

Crystal Ball’s service level
agreement delivers peace of mind
to our customers, assuring them of
maximum uptime and unparalleled
support.

In addition, FleetTracker’s functionality can be
enhanced with a range of bolt-ons to meet your
specific business requirements.

Driver Behaviour & Safety

offers detailed driver behaviour analysis and
performance league tables with FleetTracker.

Driver Behaviour Aid

offers driver behaviour reporting with additional
in-car driver behaviour aids (DBAs).

Driver Identification

coded “dallas key” fobs allow drivers to use
multiple vehicles in the fleet, with all tracking and
reporting data allocated against the driver.

Immobilisation

adds additional levels of security to company
vehicles.

Accessory PTO

offers utilisation reports against the use of any
mechanical attachments to a vehicle, such as
hydraulic pumps or lifting equipment.

Vehicle & Asset
Tracking

Mobile
Tracking

Lone Worker
Protection

Remote Workforce
Apps

Established in 2005, Crystal Ball’s vehicle tracking, lone worker protection, and mobile
tracking solutions, are adopted by private and public sector organisations across the UK,
Europe & Asia - supporting thousands of mobile workers around the world.

Our Customer Promise

Crystal Ball’s service level agreement delivers peace of mind to our customers, assuring them of maximum
uptime and unparalleled support.
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